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xsh_vx041414.Q: Install Ruby gem with specific version When installing a ruby gem: gem install rotr
-v '0.10.1' The gem will be installed and RoTR 0.10.1 will be installed. Is there any way to specify a
version number in the command? If I run the following: gem install rotr -v '0.10' Gem 1.0.0 will be
installed. Thanks in advance. A: As mentioned in Gem documentation, you can install a gem with
explicit version with -v option like this: gem install gem_name -v '1.2.3' You can find this in the gem
documentation under Minimum Version. A collection of the most popular people, places, things, and
stories on Twitter. Oh, and a cat. A few days ago, readers of this blog (many of whom are also
regular readers of Eater) saw the gallery below. It's a selection of the "most liked" restaurants,
based on the number of likes they received between March 29 and April 3, 2012. A wonderful job by
Eater and Eater PDX on this project. The list is a fascinating snapshot of a few months of eating in
Portland. It's a friendly collection of places that you'll want to visit again, or that you'll want to see
again on the next trip. Both of these things are true for plenty of Eater PDX readers. A few more
thoughts on the topic below. 1) First of all, no number of likes is a measure of quality, but this list is
a nice snapshot of the restaurants that drew the most attention in the short period we tracked.
Restaurant Twitter users (ourselves included) are prone to posting in a semi-cacophony, and so the
scores aren't necessarily indicative of the quality of food. But they are a great snapshot of what
interested us, during a brief moment in time. 2) And while it's true that certain restaurants might
have been on the list for a
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